100% GRACE
Stewardship 2023

GRACE CATHEDRAL
Hearts Connected
Dear Friends,

After traveling thousands of miles and visiting scores of churches this summer, I see even more clearly what a blessing our congregation is to the world. Because of you, we are a passionate spiritual community known for our action and engagement. Your loving commitment sustains our mission to reimagine church with courage, joy, and wonder.

This year we celebrate the Year of Connection. Each day I witness the love our congregation has for each other and for our community. Our connection to each other and our inclusive, Episcopal mission leads to a beautiful dedication to service and to sustaining our magnificent cathedral so that it can do good work for generations.

Thank you for renewing your pledge or joining us for the first time as a member of our congregation. Together, let’s discover how Grace Cathedral can lead and serve at home and in the world. I’m grateful to be on this journey with you.

Love,

The Very Rev. Dr. Malcolm Clemens Young
Dean of Grace Cathedral

MESSAGE FROM THE DEAN

100% Thriving
Growing relationships.

“At Grace, I feel included and welcome in a caring, robust community of people from many backgrounds, experiences, and points of view. We form a vital faith community that is, miraculously both intimate and expansive.”

• As compassionate advocates, we cultivate fellowship by creating a caring gathering place for senior lunches and by serving meals at GLIDE.
• We work to eradicate forced prison labor and to promote racial and gender justice, the end of gun violence, and climate awareness.
• We are committed to innovation and excellence in education through The Community Preschool and the Cathedral School for Boys.
• Our arts and culture offerings invite new cultural members to the cathedral, and we partner with artists throughout the year to offer performances that nourish our souls.
• The congregation serves as invested hosts for the wider community in person and online. Our hospitality makes Grace Cathedral a wondrous place to be.

100% Caring
Providing for our church.

“What I’ve noticed in my over 25-year walk with the Lord is that when we give sacrificially and from a clean heart, He blesses us abundantly more than we can imagine.”

• Our pledges provide vital revenue for the maintenance and operation of the cathedral and its worship and programs.
• Our financial gifts support our clergy so they have the resources they need to provide pastoral care to engage us in prayer, offer loving outreach to our community, and lead us in social justice.

23% Church Giving $1,566,642
6% Trustee Giving $392,724
18% Community Giving $1,252,840
10% Foundation Grant $650,000
16% Fee & Other Income $110,250
27% Investment Draw $1,803,251

Total $6,767,957

100% Connecting
#GraceIsLove.

“I’ve learned that no matter how hard we plan, life has its ups and downs, joys and celebrations, as well as times of profound shock and sadness. Grace Cathedral has been my rock no matter what has happened — it has been the one thing that has been 100% in my life.”

Join us by returning your pledge card or pledge online at gracecathedral.org/pledge. Please make your 2023 pledge by Ingathering on November 27.

2023 GOAL $1,500,000 from 500 congregation households

Find Grace Cathedral’s Annual Report at gracecathedral.org/annualmeeting
100% Love
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